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Adam Smith (1723 - 1790) is famous today for his contribution to economics, and it 
is not generally known that he made a significant contribution to the study of language 
as well. His linguistic thesis is published as one of the two appendices added to The 
Theory of Moral Sentiments (3rd edition, 1767). The thesis is written about the origine 
and formation of languages: the title in full is Considerations concerning the first formation 
of languages and the different genius of original ard compound languages. 
The presentation of the dissertation on language as an appendix to quite a different 
kind of book, though it might seem rather queer to some readers, shows his strong con-
fidence in his linguistic theory. We can learn from Dugald Stewardl) that Smith himself 
held a high opinion of the dissertation. Among his lectures on rhetoric and literature 
held at the University of Glasgow'), there are some about languages, and one of them has 
the content almost same to that of the thesis3). He might have expected some chance of 
its publication. 
Though Smith is known today as the writer of The Wealth of Nations, he wrote The 
Theory of Moral Sentiments 20 years before the former, and it seems that his status as a 
scholar was assured by the latter. The core of his scholarship was morals, Iawsand eco-
nomics. The domain of his study, however, was not limited to them it covered logics, 
literature, aesthetics and even astronomy. The ultimate goal of his study, it is said, was 
to describe the whole picture of the general history of human culture. And in this broad 
domain, Iinguistics was included. The combination of the theory of economics, moral sen-
timents, and linguistics might seem strange to some of us in the present subdivided aca-
demic world. It, however, is not strange but natural when the total figure ofAdam Smith 
with his heterogeneous kind of knowledge is taken into account. 
One of the main themes in The Theory of Moral Sentiments was to make speculations 
on the cause of moral sentiments and to establish the ethical base of his economics. It 
seems that he was greatly interested in investigating origines in terms of both human 
nature and socral conditrons.4) If a little strained interpretation is permitted, it may be 
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possible to find out a connection between his economics and linguistics in his aspect of 
favouring the genetic method. 
As it was before the evolution of comparative philology, the study of language had not 
yet been as scientific as in modern times. The linguistic study at that time was rather 
philosophical and the most popular linguistic theme among philosophers in those days was 
perhaps the inspection on the origine of languages. In France, Jean-Jacques Rousseau 
(1712 1778) wrote an essay on the origine of languages;5) in Germany, Johann Gottfried 
Herder(1744- 1803) wrote a dissertation about the origine of the language.6) Of course 
they were not professional linguists; for that reason, however, they rather had very unique, 
free ideas to which their own personality was prominently reflected and even the pecul-
iarity of their nationality was projected. 
According to Rousseau, passions stimulated first words and ancient people began 
their speech by feeling rather than by reasoning.7) This consideration shows his demand 
for the recovery of the language of passions and emotions, and also the recovery ofnature 
and humanity in language. Here we can see the reflection of his famous Idea; "Return 
to nature!" Herder, in pursuit of the origine of language, puts its source in the spirit 
of men. He formulated the conception of Inner Speech Form and Outer Speech Form, and 
in that frame he established the theory in which sensualism and rationalism are synthe-
sized. 
The Adam Smith's dissertation on language is both rationalistic and empirical. His 
way of thinking is scientific and the total construction of the theory is systematic. It is 
said that his dissertation is one of the first attempts based on the purely rationalistic 
method in linguistic study. Smith, however, Iike a typical Britisher, was empirical in the 
actual selection of materials. His observation was on such languages as he was concerned 
with in his daily life. They are Greek, Latin, English, French, and Italian. Hebrew, often 
referred to in considering the origine of languages, is excluded from his observation. 
Smith put the basis of his theory on the traditional category of parts of speech. He 
speculated about the formation of nouns, verbs, prepositions and so on, from a historical 
point of view; in other words, the procedure of the thesis consists in the hypothetical 
sequence in chronological order of the appearance of each part of speech. The framework 
of parts of speech in the thesis is almost the same to the one found today in school 
grammar. The framework is not Smith's own invention, but may have been taken from 
among grammatical theories in 18 century.8) 
The idea of parts of speech as a grammatical category has a long tradition; it has 
been one of the most important subjects in linguistic philosophy, maybe from the times 
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of Plato and Aristotle, through the Roman and the Middle ages, to the present day. So, 
Smith is not unique in his using the category of parts of speech. It is rather that his 
originarity lies in his applying the category to his theory on the formation of languages. 
In those days discussions about the source of languages were such ones as to regard 
Hebrew as the prototype of all languages according to the Tale of the Tower of Babel in 
the Old Testament. This idea, though Leibniz (1646 - 1716) had already denied one gener-
ation before Smith's times, seems to have generally prevailed among people in those days 
including linguists. We can see the reflection of the idea even in the early stage ofcom-
parative philology. It is very unique, original, and significant that Smith made research 
on the formation of languages through the framework ofparts of speech. In his research, 
the historical study of languages and the linguistic philosophy in the medieval times are 
combined. 
Let us have a general view on his dissertation on the origine of languages. Among 
each part of speech of English, the most important may be a noun and a verb. Smith 
makes them the two cores in his theory on the historical development of parts of speech, 
which can be illustrated briefly as follows : 
noun series: 
noun substantive common name of a multitude (proper noun) (common noun) 
preposltlon 
declenslon of gender , number , case 
noun adjective abstract noun substantive 
verb series: (adjective) (abstract noun) 
impersonal verb, persona] verb 
Michel Foucault cites the Smith's dissertation in his Les mots et les choses, and writes 
in chap. 4, as an opinion by Smith, that language in its original form was the construction 
solely by impersonal verbs and that all the other parts of speech were the derivation from 
this verbal core. Smith, however, did not say that nouns were the derivation from verbs. 
He remarked only that "verbs must necessarily have been coeval with the very first at-
tempts towards the formation of languages."lo) This expression is ambiguous. It might 
be possible, from the Smith's explanation about the derivation of personal verbs from im-
personal verbs, to suppose both verbs and nouns had been derived from impersonal verbs 




However, the former illustration seems properer than this because a kind of paral-
lelism is found, in the author's explanatory description, between the nominal derivation 
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and the verbal. Smith explains that nouns and verbs are both originated in the percep-
tion of concrete objects or situations, and that they became abstract later. He states 
many times in the thesis that each part of speech, in the process of diachronic develop-
ment, became more and more abstract and generalized in semantic aspect, and more ana-
lytic in morphological aspect. The transition from proper nouns to common nouns and 
the transition from impersor_al verbs to personal are both the process towards abstrac-
tion. 
In the forrnation of noun series, he writes, the institution of "nouns substantrve" Is 
supposed to be the first step. A hypothetical situation is presented for explanation. "Two 
savages, who had never been taught to speak, but had been bred up remote from the 
societies of men, would naturally begin to form that language by which they would en-
deavour to make their mutual wants intelligible to each other, by uttering certain sounds, 
whenever they meant to denote certain objects. Those objects only which were most 
familiar to them, and which they had most frequent occasion to mention would have par-
ticular names assigned to them.u) The famillar obJects mrght have been for example "the 
particular cave whose covering sheltered them from the weather," or a particular tree, or 
a fountain, to which they would have given certain appellations to mark them. And after-
wards, when they observed other caves, trees, or fountains, they would have bestowed the 
same name to them. 
It is often observed that a child who is just learning to speak calls every person 
around him by the name papa or mama.12) Thls phenomenon can be explained by analogy 
with the transitional process from substantive nouns to common nouns, if the diachronic 
scale in observation can be enlarged. 
Srnith refers to an antonomasia,13) a kind of metaphor: the application of the name 
of an individual to a great multitude of objects with the character similar to that indi-
vidual for example, such a generalizing application of a word as one scientist is called 
"he is a Newton." This, also, is the phenomenon reflecting the process of transition from 
substantive to common nouns. 
Common nouns, produced as a result of the abstraction of substantive nouns, became 
to have several kinds of forms according to the various functions in their usage: that is, 
the declension to indicate genders, numbers, and cases. The variation in forms, however, 
could not express innumerable diversities and possibilities in the character of nouns, es-
pecially when some abstract conceptions are combined. Therefore, for the purpose of 
extracting abstract characteristics in nominal expressions, the new parts of speech : ad-
jectives and prepositions appeared. Among three declensions of nouns, genders and num-
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bers are related to adjectives, and cases to prepositions. 
"An adjective is by nature a general, and in some measure an abstract word, and 
necessarily pre-supposes the idea of a certain species or assortment of things, to all of 
which it is equally applicable. The word green could not • • • • have been originally the 
name of an individual ••••••. The word green denoting, not the name of a substance, but 
the peculiar quality of a substance, must from the very first have been a general word, 
and considered as equally applicable to any other substance possessed of the same quali-
ty. 1 4) 
"A preposition always requires, in order to complete the sense, some other word to 
come after it; • • • • the original invention of such words would require a yet greater ef-
fort of abstraction and generalization, than that of nouns adjective. First of all, the re-
lation is, in itself, a more metaphysical object than a quality.15) 
On the formation of verbs, Smith supposes as follows: in the beginning there were 
impersonal verbs, which contained in one word the idea of both subject and predic~te 
later, they became personal verbs, in which the idea of predicate itself was extracted. 
The process of the transition from impersonal verbs to personal is described in the fol-
10wing citation: "It is easy conceive how, in the progress of language, those impersonal 
verbs should become personal. Let us suppose, for example, that the word venit, it comes, 
was originally an impersonal verb, and that it denoted, not the coming of something in 
general, as at present, but the coming of a particular object, such as the Lion. The first 
savage inventors of language, we shall suppose, when they observed the approach of this 
terrible animal, were accustomed to cry out to one another, venit, that is, the lion comes 
and that this word thus expressed a complete event, without the assistance of any other. 
Afterwards, when, on the further progress of language, they had begun t~ give names to 
particular substances, whenever they observed the approach of any other terrible object, 
they would naturally join the name of that object to the word venit, and cry out, venit 
ursus, venit lupus,16) By degrees the word venit would thus come to signify the coming of 
any terrible object, and not merely the coming of the lion. It would now, therefore, ex-
press, not the coming of a particular object, but the coming of an object of a particular 
kind. Having become more general in its signification, it could no longer represent any 
particular distinct event by itself, and without the assistance ofa noun substantive, which 
might serve to ascertain and determine its signification."I7) 
The final discussion in the thesis is about the problem of synthesis and analysis in 
the structure of languages. Smith speculates on this problem from a historical point of 
view and tries to find the cause of the derivation from the classical synthetic languages, 
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Greek and Latin, to the modern analytic languages, English, French etc., in the intermix-
ture of languages consequent upon the mixture of nations. 
The following statement is very acute and significant in implying the idea of typolo-
gical study of languages in comparative philology of 19 century and afterwards. The term 
"composition" in the statement should mean syntax. "In general it may be laid down for 
a maxim, that the more simple any language is in its composition, the more complex it 
must be in its declentions and conjugations: and on the contrary, the more simple it is 
in its declentions and conjugations, the more complex it must be in its composition.18) 
He compares the analytic tendency in the development of languages with that of 
machines: "A11 machines are generally, when first invented, extremely complex in their 
principles, and there is often a particular principle of motion for every particular move-
ment which it is intended they should perform. Succeeding improvers observe, that one 
principle may be so applied as to produce several of those movements; and thus the 
machine becomes gradually more and more simple, and produces its effects with fewer 
wheels, and fewer principles of motion. In language, in the same manner, every case of 
every noun, and every tense of every verb, was originally expressed by a particular dis-
tinct word, which served for this purpose and for no other. But succeeding observations 
discovered, that one set of words was capable of supplying the place of all that infinite 
number, and that four or five prepositions, and half a dozen auxiliary verbs, were capable 
of answering the end of all the declensions, and of all the conjugations in the ancient 
languages."I9) The statement is followed by his evaluation on the classical languages and 
the modern. He says, "The simplification of machines renders them more and more per-
fect, but this simplification of the rudiments of languages renders them more and more 
imperfect."20) He remarks that this simplification renders languages more prolix, neces-
sitating several words to express what could have been expressed by a single word before, 
and less agreeable to the ear by the lost of the variety of sweet termination in Greek and 
Latin and by the positional limitation in syntax. 
From our present viewpoints, it is rather regretable that Smith concludes the thesis 
with his own sense of value founded on a kind of aestheticism. Today nobody would as-
sert the superiority of classical languages to modern languages. However, it was 18 cen-
tury, when classical languages were much more important than today.21) Smith's evaluation 
on them is rather natural and in accordance with the common sense of that time. 
About the formation of languages, there have been many speculations from ancient 
times. But in our country, significant dissertations on this subject are scarcely found. 
Schoichi Watanabe remarks that it is because Japan took the scholarly system of linguis-
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tics from France and has been under the influence of the country, where the academy 
does not accept papers about the origine of languages since the conference at Paris in 
1866.22) 
Sometimes it is hard to make a scientific treatment on this subject, and sometimes 
irnpossible to give an actual proof to w.hat is said in this field of study. When Rouseau 
sald "On ne commenca pas par ralsonner mals par sentir,"23) who could show any proof 
for the statement ? Smith, in the same way, might have been obliged to dip into the dark 
and misty past and driven to a lot of guesswork. This may be one of the reasons why 
synchronic studies have been preferred to diachronic ones in modern linguistics after 
Saussure. However, the general survey over the entire history of language studies would 
show that most of philogists except very modern ones devoted themselves to diachronic 
studies especially on this theme. For example, there are: Plato, who ascribed the origine 
of languages to physis (nature) ; Aristotle, to thesis (convention); speculative grammars 
by scholastic philosophers in the middle ages; and the comparative philology in 19 cen-
tury. This theme is interesting and informative. In this field, many problemshave been 
left unsolved : and yet, a great many new problems will be found from now on. Today 
more linguists, both professional and amateur, should discuss on the subject, without hes-
itation. Today, Smith's dissertation on the formation of languages should be looked back 
and read again by many people. 
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